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Abstract. We report on the performance of a
cryogenic 2D linear ion trap (cryoLIT) that is
shown to be mass-selective in the temperature
range of 17–295 K. As the cryoLIT is cooled, the
ejection voltages during the mass instability scan
decrease, which results in an effective mass shift
to lower m/z relative to room temperature. This is
attributed to a decrease in trap radius caused by
thermal contraction. Additionally, the cryoLIT
generates reproducible mass spectra from day-

to-day, and is capable of performing stored waveform inverse Fourier transform (SWIFT) mass isolation of fragile
N2-tagged ions for the purpose of background-free infrared dissociation spectroscopy.
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Introduction

The infrared spectra of mass-selected ions in a mass spec-
trometer can be recorded via Baction^ or Bconsequence^

spectroscopy approaches, where, for instance, the ion is
photodissociated with a tunable light source. The most readily
implementable infrared ion spectroscopy technique is infrared
multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD) spectroscopy [1, 2],
where typically room-temperature ions are subjected to intense
radiation to cause absorption of several IR photons, leading to
the cleavage of covalent bonds. IRMPD spectroscopy has been
shown to be powerful in answering certain chemical questions
about the structures of ions [3–5]. Nonetheless, the broader
spectral features in IRMPD are an impediment to differentiat-
ing between closely related molecules, especially when the
number of putative structures is large. Higher resolution IR
spectra can be generated at cryogenic temperatures [2, 6];
however, those approaches require custom instrumentation.

The first cryogenic IR Baction^ spectra of ions were record-
ed in supersonic expansions in the 1980s in the so-called

messenger spectroscopy scheme [7]. In the expansion, ions
are cooled to cryogenic temperatures, allowing inert gas atoms,
such as Ar (or e.g., Ne, He) to condense onto the ion. As the
binding energy of this van derWaals-tagged atom is lower than
the energy of a single IR photon, resonant absorption of an IR
photon leads to detachment of the Ar atom [8]. The basic
premise of the messenger spectroscopy scheme is that detach-
ment of the weakly bound tag reports on photon absorption.
Another assumption is that the weak binding of the tag only
subtly affects the inherent absorption spectrum of the ion. In the
2000s, it was demonstrated that ions could also be cooled and
tagged in cryogenic ion traps [9–11], either with He [12, 13],
H2 [14, 15], D2 [16, 17], N2 [18, 19], or Ne [20] (so far), and
that this approach could then be employed to measure cryo-
genic IR spectra of ions [12, 18, 20–26]. This major advance in
principle allows the coupling of any ionization technique with
cryogenic spectroscopic interrogation. In terms of biomolecu-
lar structure identification, the combination with electrospray
ionization (ESI) especially stands out, and correspondingly,
there has been a surge in papers in recent years to demonstrate
bioanalytical applications of IR ion spectroscopy [3, 18, 27–
32], as well as cryogenic UV spectroscopy [33, 34].

As discussed in a recent critical insight article in this journal
[35], cryogenic IR ion spectroscopy has the potential to become
a gold standard technique for molecular identification in mass
spectrometry, but still faces some significant challenges with
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respect to instrumentation and methodology to make the tech-
nique analytically useful. A key challenge in this respect is the
low duty cycle of the experiment, as typically only one molec-
ular species is probed at one light frequency at one time. In
principle, the tagging scheme in cryogenic IR ion spectroscopy
lends itself to a multiplexed approach, as the mass decrease/
increase upon (de)tagging is completely predictable. Thus, the
IR spectra of multiple tagged ions could be probed in parallel.
As tagging efficiencies are generally low (i.e., few %), and ion
intensities fluctuate from shot-to-shot, for signal-to-noise rea-
sons, it is not ideal to measure the depletion of the tagged ion as
a function of IR frequency. Instead, by mass isolating the
tagged ion, the appearance of the photodissociated untagged
ion can be recorded in a background-free scheme. The mea-
surement of the photodissociation yield compensates for ran-
dom fluctuations in the tagged ion signal. To carry out such a
background-free scheme on multiple tagged ions, it is critical
that ions can be mass isolated inside a mass-selective cryogenic
ion trap.

Cryogenic operation of Fourier transform ion cyclotron
resonance (FTICR) traps has already been demonstrated [36,
37]; however, due to the image current detection scheme, these
are generally less sensitive than rf traps [38]. Recently, we
demonstrated IR spectroscopy results from the first mass-
selective cryogenic 2D linear ion trap (cryoLIT) [39]. The
rectilinear electrodes of this design combine simplicity in ma-
chining with the higher trapping efficiencies and capacities of
2D linear ion traps vis-à-vis 3D ion traps [40–43]. The high
dynamic range and low detection limits make 2D linear ion
traps a compelling choice for ion spectroscopy, in order to
enhance signal-to-noise in these ion intensity measurements.
Here, we describe operation and performance of this custom
LIT at both cryogenic and room temperatures.

Experimental
CryoLIT Design

The cryoLIT is setup as an extension to a previously described
custom mass spectrometer [44]. Ions from a modified
electrospray ionization (ESI) source (Analytica of Branford,
Branford, CT) are directed to a quadrupole mass filter (QMF)
(Ardara Technologies L.P., Ardara, PA), from where they can
proceed to either a quadrupole ion trap (QIT) (Jordan TOF
Products, Grass Valley, CA), or a rectilinear accumulation trap.
After accumulation in the rectilinear accumulation trap, ions
are transferred to the cryoLIT.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the cryoLIT, which is a
rectilinear ion trap (RIT) inspired by the RIT designs of
Ouyang/Cooks and Wang [41, 42]. The cryoLIT features an
x-stretched geometry with an x- to y-electrode spacing ratio of
1.2. Specifically, the x-electrode half-spacing is 0.24″, and the
y-electrode half-spacing is 0.20″ (x/y = 1.2). The stretched
geometry is advantageous for enhanced mass manipulation of
ions, as it can partially compensate for the field imperfections
due to the slits [41]. A dynode/electron multiplier detector (not

shown in Fig. 1) is placed in the line with the slits of the x-
electrodes. The slits are 0.04″ wide. This value is a trade-off
between adequate mass selectivity capabilities, good ejection
efficiencies, and a sufficiently low gas conductance of the trap.
The latter characteristic is important in order to achieve suffi-
cient pressurization in the trap for cooling and van der Waals-
tagging of ions. The electrodes are held apart at a small distance
of 0.02″ to further reduce gas conductance. The electrodes are
made from 17-4PH stainless steel to prevent possible warping
of the trap during cooling. Sapphire spacers are employed to
electrically insulate the electrodes, while at the same time
providing thermal conductance.

A closed-cycle helium cryostat (AirProducts DE202,
Allensville, PA, 1W cooling power at 15 K) cools the cryoLIT;
the cryoLIT is mounted on the copper coldfinger of the cryo-
stat, which is mounted on top of a custom vacuum chamber.
Several strategies are employed to reduce the thermal load on
the cryoLIT. The DC electrode wires are wrapped around the
coldfinger to achieve thermalization, a polished aluminum
heatshield, held at 50 K, encloses the trap to minimize black-
body heating, and the rf wires are (partially) thermalized via a
heat sink on the heatshield. Two thermocouples (LakeShore
DT-670 CU, Westerville, OH) monitor the temperature at the
copper coldfinger and at one of the DC endplates. A heater
cartridge, controlled by a cryogenic thermostat (LakeShore
335), regulates the coldfinger temperature. The buffer gas is
introduced into the cryoLIT via a solenoid valve (Parker Series
99, Hollis, NH).

Figure 1. CAD model of the cryoLIT assembly with a cross-
sectional view illustrating the x- and y-electrodes
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Electronics

A commercial Velos rf power supply (Thermo-Fisher, San
Jose, CA) drives the cryoLIT at a fixed frequency of
1.108 MHz. The rf power supply is operated in a closed-loop
mode to ensure that the rf amplitude does not fluctuate and
broaden the mass spectra. A secondary transformer, inside the
rf power supply, allows an auxiliary dipolar or Btickle^ wave-
form to be coupled to the x-electrodes. The purpose of this
tickle waveform is to radially excite ions in the x-plane to eject
them from the trap either for mass selection or detection (via a
dynode/electron multiplier). The tickle waveform is generated
by either a PCI-5421 NI AWG for the stored waveform inverse
Fourier transform (SWIFT), or a Stanford Research DS345
function generator for the fixed frequency dipolar waveform.
The two function generators are coupled together by a BNC t-
connector. The experimental timing is controlled via a combi-
nation of a Stanford Research DG645 delay generator and an
ARM microcontroller (Teensy LC, Sherwood, OR), with a
maximum timing jitter of ± 250 ns.

Experimental Design

Figure 2 shows the key voltages on the rf electrodes during the
experiment. After external ion injection, the ions are held at a
constant main rf amplitude for the first 280 ms (e.g., 200 V0p),
and are allowed to collisionally cool with the injected helium
gas pulse (5 ms duration at ~ 10–20 Torr backing pressure).

The pressure inside of the vacuum chamber holding the
cryoLIT was monitored by a residual gas analyzer (Extorr,
New Kensington, PA), and a sample pressure profile after the
helium gas is injected is shown in Fig. S1 in the Supplementary
materials. At 300 ms, the main rf is scanned from 300 to
1500 V0p over 200 ms, while simultaneously, a 369 kHz dipo-
lar Btickle^ excitation waveform is applied to the x-electrodes.
The amplitude of this Btickle^ waveform is also linearly in-
creased (from 1 to 4 V0p), to keep the amplitude low initially,
and thus improve the resolution, while still being able to
properly eject the higher m/z ions [40]. This frequency corre-
sponds to a q value of 0.784 and β = 2/3, and thus introduces a
notch in the stability diagram. The purpose of this Btickle^
waveform is twofold: (1) ions are selectively excited in the x-
plane (as opposed to the y-plane) to increase their detection
efficiency through the slits in the x-electrodes to the dynode/
electron multiplier detector; and (2) the lower critical q value
results in an extension of the m/z range. The effective scan rate
is 2000 Th s−1 from m/z 100 to 500.

In the N2-tagging experiment, 5% nitrogen gas is added to
the helium gas mixture, and the experiment is significantly
shortened; the ions are only held at a constant rf amplitude
for 100 ms, and the scan rate is increased to 4000 Th s−1 from
m/z 200 to 600, to give an overall experiment time of 200 ms.

For mass isolation, a 5-ms dipolar SWIFT waveform [45] is
applied to the x-electrodes to mass isolate the calibrant ions,
while keeping the rf amplitude constant. Mass isolation win-
dows are calculated using a custom Python program, which
converts mass ranges into frequency ranges using the Mathieu
equation. The frequency ranges are then converted using an
inverse Fourier transform procedure described by Chen et al.
[45]. A frequency step size of 200 Hz is used to generate a 5-ms
long SWIFT waveform. No windowing function is used as it
does not significantly affect SWIFT performance [46].

Materials
Solutions containing a mixture of L-proline (M.W. = 115 Da),
caffeine (M.W. = 195 Da), glutathione (M.W. = 307 Da), bru-
cine (M.W. = 394 Da), and loperamide (M.W. = 476 Da)
(Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO) are made at 10−5 M in a
70:30 methanol:water solution with 0.1% formic acid added
into it to assist with ionization. The tripeptide GYK (M.W. =
366Da) is synthesized in-lab using standard FMOCprocedures
[47] on an Applied Biosystems SYNERGY model 432A pep-
tide synthesizer. Electrospray ionization (ESI) is used to pro-
tonate and nebulize the calibration solution. The solution flows
to the ESI source at a flow rate of 2 μL min−1.

Trajectory Simulations

SIMION 8.0 (Scientific Instrument Services, Inc., Ringoes, NJ,
USA) is used to simulate and characterize the cryoLIT at room
temperature, using a grid size of 0.1 mm to calculate the
electrode potentials. For the simulation, ions are initialized in

Figure 2. Experimental scheme for the mass instability scans.
A SWIFT waveform is applied 20 ms before the scan, for 5 ms.
during the mass scan, both the resonant auxiliary frequency
and the main rf amplitude are ramped up
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a 3D Gaussian distribution at the center of the trap and are
given a kinetic energy of 25meV (room temperature kT) with a
randomized orientation. Single ions with masses between 100
and 400 Th in steps of 10 Th are considered here. The ions are
given 10 ms to equilibrate in the middle of the trap before the
main rf is ramped from 300 to 1500 V0p, with no dipolar
excitation applied. Ions’ time of flights are recorded when they
exit the slit of the x-electrodes to determine the ejection rf
amplitude for each m/z value. As some of the ions crash into
the x- and y-electrodes during the simulation, the simulations
are carried out repeatedly until there are at least three data
points for each mass, to obtain a mean and standard deviation
for the ejection rf amplitude.

Results and Discussion
Mass Calibration of the CryoLIT at Room
Temperature

The relationship between the mass-to-charge ratio of the
ejected ions, mz (Th) and the applied main rf, V0p (V), is given
by Eq. 1.

m

z
¼ A2

4eV 0p

qNar
2
NΩ

2 ð1Þ

where, A2 is the quadrupole coefficient (unitless) in the multi-
pole expansion of the potential inside the trap, representing the
contribution of the quadrupolar field to the potential, e is the
elementary charge (in C), Na is Avogadro’s number (mol−1), q
is the Mathieu parameter for the rf (unitless), Ω is the angular
frequency of the rf (in rad s−1), and rN is the normalization
radius (in m), which is taken to be as half of the y-electrode
spacing, 5.08 × 10−3 m or 0.20″ (as this is the smaller
dimension).

In an idealized quadrupolar field, A2 = 1 and can hence be
neglected. Conversely, in stretched geometries, or rectilinear
ion traps, it is expected that A2 < 1. There are various ap-
proaches to estimate A2, either via simulations or experiment.
Figure 3 shows the results from a numerical SIMION simula-
tion, where ions in am/z range 100–400 are ejected through the
x-electrodes via a mass instability scan. A best fit line ofm/z vs.
ejection rf amplitude V0-p yields a slope of 0.2985. By dividing
this slope by 4e

qNar2NΩ
2 (where q = 0.908), A2 is found to be equal

to 0.884. An alternative approach to estimate A2 theoretically
involves fitting the SIMION-obtained potentials inside the trap
to a multipole expansion equation [48, 49] (see Section 2 in the
Supplementary materials for a detailed description of this
method), and with this method, we predict A2 to be 0.866.
Experimentally, A2 is estimated to be 0.867, based on a mass
instability scan obtained at room temperature. Note that for the
experimental result, the same equation as above is used but, as
a dipolar tickle excitation waveform is employed, q is changed
to 0.784. These experimental results are shown later in the
manuscript (i.e., 295 K data in Fig. 5). It appears, therefore,
that the multipole expansion equation yields the most accurate

determination of A2, even if there are some caveats here in
terms of grid size and boundaries.

Table 1 contains a summary of the A2 values determined for
the cryoLIT, along with the simulation-derived A2 values for
the rectilinear ion traps designed by Ouyang/Cooks and Wang
[41, 42]. The cryoLIT features a larger A2, and thus a greater
quadrupolar field, than these other two traps, which may be a
result of the smaller electrode gaps. In principle, a greater A2

suggests a better approximation to an ideal quadrupolar ion
trap; however, the higher order fields (i.e., octupolar,
dodecapolar) also play an important part in improving the mass
resolution during a mass instability scan by compensating for
the reduction in electric field caused by the trap slits [41].

Modeling the Thermal Contraction of the CryoLIT

As the temperature of the cryoLIT is brought down to cryo-
genic levels, the trap is expected to experience thermal
contraction, which will naturally affect its performance.
The cryoLIT can be cooled down to 17 K, and according to
the linear thermal expansion data for 17-4PH stainless steel,
the electrodes are expected to contract by 0.202% [50]. If the
rf electrodes did not move, the trap radius should increase as
the rf electrodes contract, but since the rf electrodes are held
in position by the DC endcaps, which are larger than the rf

Figure 3. SIMION-simulated mass calibration curve, the mean
rf amplitude, and standard deviation needed to eject a particular
m/z, from the cryoLIT, from triplicate measurements. A2 is cal-
culated from the linear fit slope

Table 1. A2 Values Obtained for The Cryolit Using Several Different Methods,
Along with Reported A2 Values for the Cooks’ RIT and Wang’s Mesh-LIT

Simulated
mass instability

Multipole
expansion Fit

Experimental
mass instability

Ouyang and
Cooks RIT [41]

Wang
mesh-LIT
[42]

0.884 0.866 0.867 0.633 0.806
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electrodes, the overall trap radius should decrease. This is
illustrated in Fig. S3. By taking both the shrinking of the rf
electrodes and DC endcaps into account, the trap radius
should decrease by 0.200% in the y-direction and 0.200%
in the x-direction (see Eq. S3 and S4 in the Supplementary
materials for a detailed calculation of these values). Given
that the rf voltage at which an ion of a particular mass ejects
from the cryoLIT is dependent on the trap radius (Eq. 1), we
should expect that if the trap radius does in fact decrease,
with all other parameters held constant, the observed mass
spectra at cryogenic temperatures should be shifted to lower
masses (with respect to calibrated room-temperature mass
spectra).

Effect of Cooldown on Mass Spectra

Figure 4 compares the mass spectra recorded at room tem-
perature and cryogenic temperature (17 K). The zoomed-in
plots highlight that at cryogenic temperatures, the apparent
m/z of the ions are lower with respect to the room-
temperature calibration. This suggests that the ejection volt-
ages for each ion are lower at cryogenic temperatures. A
slight reduction in resolving power is observed when cooling
the trap from 295 to 17 K. Figure 5 shows the equivalent data
in Fig. 4 as a calibration slope of actual m/z vs. measured rf
ejection voltage, based on a linear regression fit. For the
cryogenic temperature mass spectrum, the slope is 0.32%
higher than the room-temperature slope, so correspondingly,
the ejection voltages are lower. If we look at Eq. 1, we can
see that the change in slope must be caused by a change in
one of the parameters. Based on the thermal contraction of
the trap, one expects a decrease in trap radius, and conse-
quently an increase in the calibration slope.

To systematically determine how the temperature affects
the calibration slope, the mass spectra of the calibration
mixture are collected at a series of temperatures. In Fig. 5,
the relative differences between the cryogenic and room-

temperature calibration slopes, kT−k295K
kT

, are plotted as func-

tion of temperature, and this is contrasted to the thermal

contraction of the radius (as calculated in Section 2 in Sup-
plementary Materials) multiplied by 2. This relative differ-
ence expression is used, as it can be converted and simplified
to an expression containing the thermal contraction, showing
that the relative difference in calibration slope is equal to
twice the thermal contraction (Eq. 2).

kT−k295K
kT

¼
1

r−Δrð Þ2 −
1

r2

1

r−Δrð Þ2
¼ 1−

r−Δrð Þ2
r2

≈1−
r2−2rΔr

r2

¼ 2Δr
r

ð2Þ
Using the thermal contraction data for 17-4PH stainless

steel [50], the cryoLIT trap radius should shrink by 0.200%
in the x- and y-direction, and therefore, the relative difference in
calibration slope should be equal to − 0.400%, which is a
reasonable match with the maximum change in slope of −
0.34%. Furthermore, there is no measurable mass shift below
50 K, which mirrors the flattening of the thermal contraction
curve in that temperature range. While the general trend of the
change in slopes matches the change in trap radius, the slope
differences are systematically lower; this could potentially be a
change in A2 that occurs during cooling (Fig. 6).

Interday Repeatability

After operating the cryoLIT (typically 8 h), it is warmed back
to room temperature to get rid of adsorbed water and gasses.
Repeated cooling and warming may result in accumulated
geometrical changes that adversely affect the calibration of
the mass spectra. To determine how repeatable the mass spectra
are from day-to-day, the mass spectra of the calibration mixture
are collected over several days, bringing the trap repeatedly
back to room temperature at the end of each experiment. The
average deviation of the masses over these runs at 17 K is
0.04 ± 0.03 m/z, significantly less than the mass resolution of
the cryoLIT. Therefore, even with repeated temperature cy-
cling of the cryoLIT, the mass spectra are highly reproducible.

Figure 4. Comparison between the room temperature (295 K) (bottom) and cryogenic (top) mass spectra. The mass shift is more
pronounced at higher masses as shown in the zoomed portions of the mass spectra (right)
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SWIFT Mass Isolation

To perform infrared photodissociation (IRPD), the tagged an-
alyte ions need to be isolated by ejecting the remainder of the
untagged species. For a single untagged-tagged pair, this can be
achieved by increasing the rf amplitude to the point where the

untagged ion m/z is above the stability diagram critical value
q = 0.908. However, when attempting to acquire the IRPD
spectra of several tagged ions simultaneously, i.e.,
multiplexing, this method is insufficient. SWIFT isolation
waveforms can be used to isolate multiple tagged ions by using

Figure 6. The relative difference of calibration slopes relative to room temperature (black) is plotted alongside with the thermal
contraction of the trap radius [50] multiplied by 2 (blue)

Figure 5. The mass calibration plots for room-temperature (red) and cryogenic-temperature (blue) mass instability scans. Linear
regression fit lines are shown. The inset shows a blown-up view of the 1250–1300 V region to illustrate the difference in slope
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a broadband signal, with notches in the frequency spectrum for
each isolated mass. Figure 7 shows caffeine (m/z 195) and
brucine (m/z 395) being isolated from the rest of the calibration
mixture. There is no significant loss of intensity for a 5-ms 350-
mV0p SWIFT waveform with ± 5 m/z notches, and the mass
spectrum is generally low in noise; however, there is a peak at
m/z 387 that is not removed, as it falls inside the mass isolation
window.

Figure 8 shows an attempt to N2-tag GYK (tripeptide)
ions inside the cryoLIT. Setting the cryoLIT DC endplates
to 23 K and adding a small amount (~ 5%) of nitrogen in
the helium gas pulse mixture results in peaks appearing at
m/z 395 (367 + 28) and m/z 423 (367 + 2 * 28). This cor-
responds to singly and doubly tagged GYK, respectively.
Interestingly, other publications report that N2–tagging can
occur at temperatures near liquid N2 (60–70 K) [18], but

we observe little to no tagging of GYK above 30 K. To
demonstrate that N2-tagged ions can be isolated inside of
the cryoLIT, an 8-ms SWIFT waveform with a ± 10 m/z
notch over the singly N2-tagged is applied (Fig. 8b). Note
that after SWIFT isolation there is a negligible amount of
the untagged ion remaining, and it is on the same order as
the doubly tagged signal. This suggests that there is a very
small amount of dissociation of tag during the application
of the SWIFT and mass scan; given that the binding energy
of a van der Waals tag is on the order of 10 meV (600–
970 cm−1) [14, 19, 51], it is remarkable that the back-
ground fragmentation is so low. With the singly tagged
GYK ion isolated, the infrared predissociation (IRPD)
spectrum can be acquired by irradiating the trapped ions
with our tunable IR laser, and this IRPD spectrum is shown
in Fig. 8c.

Figure 7. SWIFT isolation of caffeine (m/z 195) and brucine (m/z 395) from a mixture of proline, caffeine, glutathione, brucine, and
loperamide, performed at 17 K. The SWIFT waveform is shown on the bottom left inset
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Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated that the cryoLIT is
mass-selective in the temperature range between 17 and
295 K, without any significant loss in performance. Mass
shifts upon cooling can be rationalized by a thermal con-
traction of the trap. These shifts are reproducible on a day-
to-day basis, and they can be corrected for by a simple
calibration. Multiple analyte ions can be mass isolated via
a SWIFT waveform, and this is a basic prerequisite for
multiplexed IR spectroscopy on multiple tagged analytes,
which will significantly improve throughput. When mass
isolating tagged ions (e.g., GYK●N2), extra consideration
must be taken when generating a SWIFT waveform. Since
the tagged ions are fragile, wider notches (> ± 10 m/z) must
be employed to prevent activating the tagged ions. This
also rationalizes the choice of the tag as N2, which shifts
the mass by 28 amu, as opposed to H2 or D2.

With a mass range of 100–700 m/z (the upper mass limit is
not shown here), the cryoLIT is suitable for the study of small
molecules, such as metabolites. Future work will focus on
addressing current limitations. Our current experiment is rather
long (200–500 ms), which does not match the output pulses
from the optical parametric oscillator (OPO) operated at 10 Hz.
The experiment will need to be shortened by 2–5 times to
achieve a 100% duty cycle. Additionally, this stainless steel
cryoLIT can only reach 17 K, which is too warm to perform
tagging with lighter gasses (e.g., H2/D2, Ne). Moving to a
copper trap could address this issue [12, 35, 52].
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